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             Elite 420             
 

Active 2-way bookshelf speaker 
 

A huge part of audio minded people live in a student room or small living room. So, we 

decided to build the smallest possible speaker system, based on Morel units.  

By giving the back the size of a HYPEX AS2.100 plate amplifier you can even make it active.  

It has a built-in DSP, so you can give it the sound you like. Active versions can be driven by a 

preamplifier, PC, MP3 player, etc. by Stereo Line-in and as option by SPDIF or USB. 

 
 

 

The units 

We used the quite new MOREL woofer EW 428, the successor 

of MW-114s and MW-115s. Despite the compact size, the unit 

is a full woofer with a linear movement of ±4,5mm, a frequency 

range of 45-3500Hz and a load capability of 150Wrms. Of 

course it is using the Hexatech External Voice coil Technology 

with a 54mm coil size. 

The EW 428 is especially meant for small ported systems and 

calculated for a net size of 

only 2,7 liter, like this Elite 

420.    

The tweeter ET 448 is a 

evolved version of the MDT-

44, now in Ø 72mm.  The silk, 

hand coated 28mm soft dome 

gives it the typical smooth 

Morel sound. The new IDR 

front improves the  “off-axis” response compared to former 

models. It is driven by a aluminum Hexatech voice coil and a 

double neodymium magnet. 
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The cabinet 

As in most of our designs we used the golden number strategy here in the width/height of the front 

and locations and distances of the units. More about the golden number at  www.phimatrix.com. 

Our panel kits are provided in 45º angles as in the drawing. If you need to use simple square panels 

you can recalculate from the drawing quite easy. 

 
The back can be completely taken by a HYPEX AS2.100 UcD plate amplifier. The module is sunk 

3mm in order to obtain a flat surface.  

 

The damping 

This small compartment we just filled with aprox. 10 grams of our Twaron Angel Hair. You could 

also decide for the “old fashioned” Dacron or BAF, giving worse results though.  

 

The port 

Due to lack of space we decided to mount the port in the bottom. Therefore the speaker needs to 

get fee tor spikes to able the port to breath. Since we didn’t want to hear the port “breathing” it got 

a quite large diameter of 34mm (PVC tube 40mm). Due to the low resonance point of the woofer 

this resulted in a length of 185mm. 

 

The filtering 

There are several ways to cross these fine small speakers. First: we 

are developing our serial crossover for these units to drive it the 

conventional passive way. You could then decide to equip one of 

the cabinets with a Hypex module to drive both speakers, both  

with a passive crossover installed. You could also give both units a  

module switched in bridge and use a passive crossover or use the 

2-channel mode of the module and filter actively by the built in 

DSP. You can also generate a (sub)woofer signal by the DSP. 

Programming is done by the supplied Hypex software on CD-rom.  

 

  

http://www.phimatrix.com/
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The start screen shows left (Force Input) 

the available inputs. We decided for the 

ANALOG Input. If Auto Detect is 

selected, the DSP will scan all inputs 

(Analog/S-PDIF/USB) for best solution. In 

second column (Active Input) the DSP 

shows which input is truly active. The 

third column (Setup Select) lets you decide 

how the module has to function. We used 

the 2-Channel function, since we made it 

an active 2-way system. In the forth 

column (Master Position) you can select 

which speaker in the total system is the master unit. In Group Volume the actual volume is 

presented. In the Subout Control area you decide which signal(s) go to the subwoofer(s).  

Under View you go to the menu Filter Design, where it really gets interesting. The term biquad is 

short for Biquadratic filter by the way. 

 

 
 

In the graph field you see three blue lines, resp. a thin horizontal line at +1dB (subwoofer filter), a 

thick drawn curve in the low range region (channel 2) and a thin blue curve in the high notes 

(channel 1). In this screen dump we selected Channel 2 in the tab field left/middle, this is why we 

get a thick blue line. In the Measured Response box you can load a hex dump of the impulse 

response of the drive unit for maximum performance. With units we use here, this is hardly 

neccesary. Under Common Settings you choose the delay of the signal on this channel, actually 

acoustically moving the unit backward. With Gain you give a amplification or actuation for this 

channel. Because there is a 5dB difference between the units we used, we actuated the tweeter 

signal by 3dB and amplified the woofer signal by 2dB. If needed, select the Invert field to invert 

the signal by 180º.  
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In the field Biquad Section you select filter function(s). There are 12 coupled filters (Biquads) 

possible, each representing one of the functions you selected in the Function area. All filter 

functions are summed by the DSP and shown in the graph. In the most right square you enter the 

values fort that particular filter. On top of this square the function is given. So, in our example 

Biquad 1 is selected as simple 6dB low pass filter at 3000Hz. If we would select Biquad 2 it would 

show that this one is a Shelf filter (SHELF1) at 150Hz with a maximum of 3dB. Biquad 3 is 

selected as high pass filter and set at 20Hz with a slope of 12dB/octave (HPF2), acting as a rumble 

filter. All three Biquads together give the shape of the presented thick blue line. 

After experimenting and listening a lot we came to the following settings: 

 
CHANNEL 1: Type Value1 Value2 Value3 Function 

Biquad 1 HPF1 3000Hz 6dB/oct  Crossing frequency 

Biquad 2 SHELF1 15000Hz 1,5dB High Shelf Compensation of natural fall 

Biquad 3 Boost/cut 5000Hz -0,5dB  Q=0,7 Ripple correction 

Delay  125uS   On bureau at PC (normally 0-30uS) 

Gain  -3dB   Efficiency adjustment 

CHANNEL 2:      

Biquad1 LPF1 3000Hz 6dB/oct  Crossing frequentie 

Biquad2 SHELF1 150Hz 3,0dB Low Shelf Compensation of natural fall 

Biquad3 HPF2 20Hz 12dB/oct  Rumble filter 

Gain  +2dB   Efficiency adjustment 

 

You can set the (sub)woofer filtering similar way, but with “only” 6 Biquads. As example we set 

the subwoofer channel at 100Hz with a 18dB/octave slope by setting  Biquad 1 at HPF2 (12dB/oct) 

and Biquad 2 at HPF1 (6dB/oct).  

If a (sub)woofer is used, then set Biquad 3 of channel 2 at about 100-200Hz to free the EW 428 

from the lowest notes in order to obtain an even better midrange and higher drive possibility.  

The shown touch panel is an option by the way! Standard a button panel is supplied, both versions 

capable of receiving IR signals from a remote unit URC 6210. 

 

 

Elite 420 kit in Euro per speaker: 

MOREL Units + Angel Hair damping + complete description    ±250,- 

MOREL Units + Mundorf serial xo + AH damping + complete description   ±320,- 

HYPEX AS2.100 plate amplifier module with stereo analog inputs     299,- 

HYPEX AS2.100 plate amplifier module with stereo line-in, SPDIF and USB in    359,- 

HYPEX Touchpanel              45,- 

HYPEX Remote unit URC 6210            24,- 

 

45º sawn and milled 18mm Topan MDF panels          45,- 

Assembled, light sanded cabinet             95,- 
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